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Case Study#1 

 SEVEN-ELEVEN JAPAN CO. 

 
 



CASE STUDY 

SEVEN-ELEVEN JAPAN CO. 

Year of establishment: 1973. 

No. of stores: Increased from 15 (1974) to 10,303 (2003). 

Annual Sales: Increased from 386 billion (1985) to 2,343 billion yen (2003). 

Net income: Increased from 9 billion (1985) to 91.5 billion yen (2003). 

In 2004, Seven-Eleven Japan represented Japan’s largest retailer in terms of operating 

income and number of stores.  

 Items sold: Processed food, Fast foods, Fresh foods, Nonfoods. 

Store services:  Payment of Bills – Electricity, Telephone, Gas, Insurance Premium, Accepting 

Installments on behalf of credit companies, Payment for internet shopping, ATMs at almost 

all the stores, Meal Delivery service for aging population of Japan, Ticket Sales, 

Photocopying, Pick up location for parcel delivery, 7dream e-commerce etc.  

Seven- Eleven’s Market Dominance Strategy 

Cluster of 50-60 stores supported by a distribution center (DC). Such clustering gave Seven-

Eleven Japan a high-density market presence and allowed it to operate an efficient 

distribution system. 

Impact of Strategy 
• Boosted distribution efficiency  
• Improved brand awareness 
• Increased system efficiency  
• Enhanced efficiency of franchisee support 
• Improved advertising effectiveness 
•  Created entry barriers for new competition 

 

Study Questions 

2. Seven- Eleven’s supply chain strategy in Japan can be described as attempting to micro-
match supply and demand using rapid replenishment. What are some risks associated 
with this choice? 

- Seven-Eleven Japan designed its supply chain with cluster of stores around DCs to facilitate 
frequent replenishment at its retail store. Frequent replenishment allows stores to match 
supply and demand more effectively than the competitors. However, this kind of practice 
involves high transportation cost since the vehicles have to visit each store many times a 
day to deliver orders quickly. 



3. What has Seven-Eleven done in its choice of facility location, inventory management, 

transportation, and information infrastructure to develop capabilities that support its 

supply chain strategy in Japan? 

- Seven- Eleven Japan’s fundamental network expansion policy was based on market 

dominance strategy. Seven- Eleven Japan’s supply chain decisions were made based on this 

strategy. 

Facility Location: 

 Seven- Eleven Japan  network included both company-owned stores & third-party 

owned franchise 

 Has cluster of stores (50-60) in small geographical area supported by a Distribution 

Centre (DC) which allows an efficient distribution system. 

 DCs are flexible enough to alter delivery schedules depending on customer demand 

 Total 290 dedicated manufacturing plants throughout the country that produced 

only fast food for Seven-Eleven. 

Inventory Management: 

 At DCs:  No inventory, highly efficient. 

 At Stores: All inventory, at all stores, at all times. 

Transportation: 

 Transportation was at two levels: From suppliers to distribution centers & from 

distribution centers to stores 

 Suppliers sent the orders by truck to DCs 

 At DCs, similar products were directed to a single temperature controlled truck (4 

types). 

 Each truck made deliveries to multiple retail stores during off-peak hours 

 Items were distributed through 293 dedicated DCs that ensured rapid & reliable 

delivery 

Information infrastructure: 

 Using advanced information technology Seven- Eleven Japan attributed a significant 

part of its success to the Total Information System installed in every outlet and 

linked headquarters, suppliers, and DCs. 

 The hardware system at a 1994 Seven- Eleven store included graphic order terminal, 

scanner terminal, store computer, & POS register. 
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Figure: Seven- Eleven Japan’s Integrated Supply Chain Management System 



4. Seven-Eleven does not allow direct store delivery in Japan but has all products flow 

through distribution centre. What benefit does Seven-Eleven derive from this policy? 

When is direct store delivery more appropriate? 

Benefits of DCs 

 Lowers inventory since products are stocked only at stores, not at both stores and 

warehouses. 

 Improves product availability. 

 Reduces complexity and costs for vendors to directly deliver at stores. 

When direct store delivery? 

 Less product variation. 

 Fewer delivery destinations. 

 Full truckload orders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


